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Fun	Facts

• Heating	due	to	warm	SST	anomaly
• Tropics:	balanced	by	vertical	motion	due	to	weak	
horizontal	T	gradients
• Midlatitudes:	can	be	balanced	by	horizontal	advection	
due	strong	horizontal	T	gradients

• Baroclinic Rossby Radius	in	the	midlatitudes
• Atmosphere:	O(1000km)
• Ocean:	O(100km)



insanity	is	doing	the	same	thing	
over	and	over	again,
but	expecting	different	results





Frequency	vs.	power	for	SST	in	a	coupled	atmosphere-mixed	layer	model



Correlation	between	surface	wind	speed	and	
Sea	Surface	Temperature	(SST):	observed

Synoptic	scale	O(1000km):	SST	and	wind	are	negatively	correlated
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Observational efforts so far have failed to yield con-
clusive evidence of SST effects on the planetary-scale
atmospheric circulation over cool oceans because of a
high level of weather noise in the extratropics on one
hand, and short and sparse in situ observations on the
other. Most often negative correlations between SST
and surface wind speed variability are observed in the
extratropics for seasonal means and on the basin scale
(Fig. 1). Researchers have viewed this as being indica-
tive of one-way forcing from atmosphere to ocean
through wind-induced changes in surface turbulence
heat flux (sidebar 1).

To achieve an adequate sample size in a grid box,
climate datasets typically have resolutions of several
hundred to 1000 km and of a month to a season.
Major ocean currents like the Kuroshio and Gulf
Stream are only around 100–200 km wide and form
sharp SST fronts that are poorly represented in these
datasets. It is on these narrow oceanic fronts, however,
that ocean dynamics become important and cause
large SST variations. Thus, conventional climate
datasets may severely underrepresent such dynami-
cally induced SST anomalies and their atmospheric
effect.

The vast oceans can only be sparsely observed by
traditional ship-based measurements, but the rapid
advance in space-based microwave remote sensing is
revolutionizing ocean observations, providing global
fields of key ocean–atmospheric variables at unprec-
edented resolutions in space and time. Unlike visible
and infrared remote sensing, microwave measure-

ments are unaffected by clouds except by those with
sizable precipitation. Based on microwave remote-
sensing data, several recent studies have identified SST
variations induced by ocean dynamics, and they have
mapped the effects of these variations on the atmo-
sphere (Xie et al. 1998; Wentz et al. 2000; Chelton
et al. 2001; Xie et al. 2001; Liu 2002; White and Annis
2003; O’Neill et al. 2003; Vecchi et al. 2004). These
new satellite observations reveal a rich variety of pat-
terns of ocean–atmosphere coupling in the Indian,
Pacific, and Atlantic Oceans, from the equator to the
midlatitudes. Because individual papers tend to focus
on one particular phenomenon in one particular re-
gion, the full spectrum of cool ocean–atmosphere
interaction has not been identified.

The present paper synthesizes these recent stud-
ies and compares atmospheric response over differ-
ent ocean conditions in different parts of the World
Ocean. By assembling these observational facts, we
wish to see whether there is a common atmospheric
response pattern, and if so, by what mechanisms and
under what conditions this response takes place. A
synthesis of similarities and differences in the atmo-
spheric adjustment over different regions of the
World Ocean can help shed light on the dynamics of
cool ocean–atmosphere interaction and stimulate fu-
ture studies.

Over cool oceans, the direct effect of SST variations
is likely to be trapped within the planetary boundary
layer (PBL), the lowest 1–2 km of the atmosphere,
because this layer is capped by a stable layer, often in

FIG. 1. SST–wind relation in the North Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. (left) COADS SST (color shade),
surface wind vectors, and SLP regressed upon the Pacific decadal oscillation index (Mantua et al. 1997).
(right) COADS SST (color in °C) and NCEP surface wind (m s-----1) composites in Jan–Mar based on a
cross-equatorial SST gradient index (Okumura et al. 2001).



Do	basin-scale	(1000km)	midlatititude
SST	anomalies	affect	the	atmosphere?



1999

2002



Midlatitude dynamics
• Atmospheric	weather	– synoptic	scales

• Rossby radius	O(1000km)
• Baroclinic instability,	2-8	day	timescale

• Oceanic	weather	– mesoscale	eddies
• Rossby radius	O(100km)	or	less
• Baroclinic/barotropic instability,	1	month	timescale



Do	mesoscale	(100km)	midlatititude
SST	anomalies	affect	the	atmosphere?



Correlation	between	surface	wind	speed	and	
Sea	Surface	Temperature	(SST):	observed

Synoptic	scale	O(1000km):	SST	and	wind	are	negatively	correlated
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Observational efforts so far have failed to yield con-
clusive evidence of SST effects on the planetary-scale
atmospheric circulation over cool oceans because of a
high level of weather noise in the extratropics on one
hand, and short and sparse in situ observations on the
other. Most often negative correlations between SST
and surface wind speed variability are observed in the
extratropics for seasonal means and on the basin scale
(Fig. 1). Researchers have viewed this as being indica-
tive of one-way forcing from atmosphere to ocean
through wind-induced changes in surface turbulence
heat flux (sidebar 1).

To achieve an adequate sample size in a grid box,
climate datasets typically have resolutions of several
hundred to 1000 km and of a month to a season.
Major ocean currents like the Kuroshio and Gulf
Stream are only around 100–200 km wide and form
sharp SST fronts that are poorly represented in these
datasets. It is on these narrow oceanic fronts, however,
that ocean dynamics become important and cause
large SST variations. Thus, conventional climate
datasets may severely underrepresent such dynami-
cally induced SST anomalies and their atmospheric
effect.

The vast oceans can only be sparsely observed by
traditional ship-based measurements, but the rapid
advance in space-based microwave remote sensing is
revolutionizing ocean observations, providing global
fields of key ocean–atmospheric variables at unprec-
edented resolutions in space and time. Unlike visible
and infrared remote sensing, microwave measure-

ments are unaffected by clouds except by those with
sizable precipitation. Based on microwave remote-
sensing data, several recent studies have identified SST
variations induced by ocean dynamics, and they have
mapped the effects of these variations on the atmo-
sphere (Xie et al. 1998; Wentz et al. 2000; Chelton
et al. 2001; Xie et al. 2001; Liu 2002; White and Annis
2003; O’Neill et al. 2003; Vecchi et al. 2004). These
new satellite observations reveal a rich variety of pat-
terns of ocean–atmosphere coupling in the Indian,
Pacific, and Atlantic Oceans, from the equator to the
midlatitudes. Because individual papers tend to focus
on one particular phenomenon in one particular re-
gion, the full spectrum of cool ocean–atmosphere
interaction has not been identified.

The present paper synthesizes these recent stud-
ies and compares atmospheric response over differ-
ent ocean conditions in different parts of the World
Ocean. By assembling these observational facts, we
wish to see whether there is a common atmospheric
response pattern, and if so, by what mechanisms and
under what conditions this response takes place. A
synthesis of similarities and differences in the atmo-
spheric adjustment over different regions of the
World Ocean can help shed light on the dynamics of
cool ocean–atmosphere interaction and stimulate fu-
ture studies.

Over cool oceans, the direct effect of SST variations
is likely to be trapped within the planetary boundary
layer (PBL), the lowest 1–2 km of the atmosphere,
because this layer is capped by a stable layer, often in

FIG. 1. SST–wind relation in the North Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. (left) COADS SST (color shade),
surface wind vectors, and SLP regressed upon the Pacific decadal oscillation index (Mantua et al. 1997).
(right) COADS SST (color in °C) and NCEP surface wind (m s-----1) composites in Jan–Mar based on a
cross-equatorial SST gradient index (Okumura et al. 2001).Ocean	mesoscale	O(100	km):	SST	and	wind	are	positively	correlated	
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wind variability. A correlation analysis between SST
and wind divergence or curl will help reveal the
SST-induced SLP mechanism for wind variability.
(Wind convergence and curl calculations are also a
spatial filter that emphasizes small-scale features such
as the banded SST structure west of Hawaii.)

Thus, the SST–wind speed correlation, if statisti-
cally significant, is indeed useful in determining the
causal relationship be-
tween the two. A signifi-
cant positive correlation
indicates that the ocean in-
fluences surface winds; a
significant negative corre-
lation in the extratropics
indicates a passive SST re-
sponse to changes in the
atmosphere (which could
be remotely forced by SST
variations elsewhere, how-
ever); and a statistically in-
significant correlation re-
quires further analysis that
considers lags in space or
time to determine whether
this lack of correlation is
due to the effects of the SLP
driving mechanism or is
simply a reflection of ran-
dom independent varia-
tions in the ocean and
atmosphere.

Vertical structure of the
atmosphere. Cool oceans
without deep convection
are often capped by a tem-
perature inversion. The
vertical displacement of the
inversion results in large
temperature anomalies and
is important for boundary
layer pressure adjustment
to changing SST. In the ra-
diosonde transect in Fig. 4,
the capping inversion var-
ies in height by as much as
500 m, from 1.5 km over
the warmer regions of the
TIWs to 1 km over the
colder regions. A rise in the
inversion height causes
cold temperature anoma-

lies in the 1- to 1.5-km layer that ride directly above
the warming effect of SST anomalies. This vertical
temperature dipole reduces hydrostatic pressure at
the sea surface. Hashizume et al. (2002) suggest that
this reduction in SLP due to the adjustment of the in-
version height is the reason for the puzzling absence
of pressure-driven wind anomalies over TIWs, an in-
ference first made by Hayes et al. (1989) and subse-

FIG. 4. Longitude–height section of virtual potential temperature (contours for
qqqqqv > 300 K and color shade for qqqqqv < 300K) and zonal wind velocity (vectors in
m s-----1) based on a radiosonde transect along 2°N. The survey took place dur-
ing 24–25 Sep 1999.

FIG. 3. Surface wind response to SST changes. (top) TMI SST (color in °C)
and QuickSCAT wind (vectors in m s-----1) regressed upon TIW-induced SST
anomalies at, 1.5°N, 105°W (Hashizume et al. 2001). (bottom) SST and wind
variations induced by the presence of the Hawaiian Islands (Xie et al. 2001).
Basin-scale background fields as represented by 8° meridional running means
have been removed. Note the difference in SST–wind correlation from that
in Fig. 1.

From	Xie	2004



Where	do	the	eddies	occur?

Ocean	Eddy	Kinetic	Energy
(Dixon	et	al.,	2011,	GFDL)

Atmospheric	storm	tracks
(S.	Lubis)



Correlation	between	surface	wind	speed	and	
SST	- simulated Bryan	et	al.,	2010

OBS	(AMSR+Quikscat)

1	deg OCN	+	0.6	deg ATM 0.2	deg OCN	+	0.6	deg ATM

0.2	deg OCN	+	0.26	deg ATM



SST TRMM	rainfall GPM	rainfall

Satellite-Observed	Precipitation	Response	to	Ocean	
mesoscale	eddies

Liu	et	al.,	Journal	of	Climate	(2018)



Imprint	of	Southern	Ocean	eddies	on	winds,	clouds	and	rainfall
Frenger et	al.,	2013	



Nonlinearity:
cold	SST	response	is	weaker

+	SST

PBL

increased	moisture	flux

- SST
decreased	moisture	flux

Midlatitude storm	systems



§ WRF	Regional	Atmospheric	Model
§ 27-km	WRF,	30-Levels
§ 10-member	ensemble
§ Seasonal	(Oct.	2007	– Mar.	2008)

§ Control	Simulation	(CTRL)
§ Smoothed	Simulation	(SMOOTH)

Distant	Influence	of	Kuroshio	Eddies	on	North	
Pacific	Weather	Patterns?

Ma	et	al.,	Scientific	Reports (2015)



Unfiltered	vs.	Filtered	SST
Observed SST (CTRL) Loess-Filter Filtered SST (SMOOTH)

Observed – Smoothed SST (Small-Scale) Variance fraction explained by Small-Scale SST

Ma	et	al.,	2015,	Sci.	Rep.



U at 300 hpa (CTRL) U Difference at 300 hpa (SMOOTH-CTRL)

2-8 day EKE at 300 hpa (SMOOTH-CTRL)2-8 day <v’T’> at 850 hpa (SMOOTH-CTRL)

Response	to	ocean	eddies	above	Boundary	Layer

Ma	et	al.,	2015,	Sci.	Rep.



Simulated	Rainfall	difference	(SMOOTH	– CTRL)

Difference in Rainfall PDFs
(CTRL - SMOOTH Simulations)

In the KE region, including 
ocean eddies produces 
more intense rainfall events

In the USWC, including 
ocean eddies produces less 
intense rainfall events

Ma	et	al.,	2015,	Sci.	Rep.



Difference	in	Atmospheric	Moisture
(SMOOTH	– CTRL)	

Simulated Water Vapor Mixing 
Ratio Difference

Vertical Section of Water 
Vapor Mixing Ratio Difference 

Ma	et	al.,	2015,	Sci.	Rep.



Difference	in	Storm	Development2-8 day V at 850 hpa storm lag-composites

CTRL SMOOTH

Storm Amplitude Evolution

SMOOTH

Ma	et	al.,	2015,	Sci.	Rep.



Mesoscale	eddy	influence	on	biweekly	timescales:
Integrated	Moisture	transport

associated	with	Atmospheric	Rivers

CONTROL

SMOOTH

Xue Liu,	in	preparation

CONTROL-SMOOTH



Western	boundary	currents	regulated	by	interaction	
between	ocean	eddies	and	the	atmosphere	

Ma	et	al.,	Nature (2016)

SMOOTH

Eddy	Kinetic	Energy	
(upper	ocean)

CONTROL

Zonal	current

Coupled	Model:	CESM	with	0.25o deg.	CAM5	and	0.1o POP2



Global	S2S	runs

• High-resolution	(0.25°x0.25°)	CAM5	coupled	to	
a	slab	ocean	model	(CAM5-SOM):	

• Twin	experiments:	ensemble	of	thirty	30-day	
CAM5-SOM	runs	initialized	with	
a.	CTRL:	high-resolution	observed	SST,	and						
b.	FLTR:	spatial	lowpass filtered	SST	(5°x5°)

Jia et	al.,	submitted



200mb	EKE

Color:
EKE300

Contour:
U300

Jia et	al.,	submitted



Conclusions	and	Questions
• Oceanic	mesoscale	eddies	(“ocean	weather”)
• Affect	surface	winds	and	boundary	layer	height
• Nonlinear	impact	on	moisture	and	rainfall
• Impact	above	boundary	layer	on	storm	track?
• Downstream	remote	effects?

• Subseasonal,	seasonal,	ARs,	extremes
• Tropical	mesoscale	eddies?
• Parameterized	in	coarse-resolution	climate	models?

• Implications	for	S2S	predictability
• Importance	of	model	resolution	(<	25km)
• Importance	of	upper	ocean	conditions
• Importance	of	coupling	for	damping	of	ocean	eddies


